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Giant tunable magnetoresistance of electrically gated graphene ribbon with lateral
interface under magnetic field.
A. M. Kadigrobov
Theoretische Physik III, Ruhr-Universita¨t Bochum, D-44801 Bochum, Germany
(Dated: September 21, 2018)
Quantum dynamics and kinetics of electrically gated graphene ribbons with lateral n-p and e-n-p
junctions under magnetic field are investigated. It is shown that the snake-like states of quasiparticles
skipping along the n-p interface do not manifest themselve in the main semiclassical part of the
ribbon conductance. Giant oscillations of the conductance of a ribbon with an n-p-n junction are
predicted and analytically calculated. Depending on the number of junctions inside the ribbon its
magnetoresistance may be controllably changed by 50%÷ 90% by an extremely small change of the
magnetic field or the gate voltage.
PACS numbers: 73.63.Bd,71.70.Di,73.43Cd,81.05.Uw
I. INTRODUCTION
During the last decades, great attention has been payed
to transport properties of various mesoscopic systems1,2
such as quantum dots, quantum nanowires, tunneling
junctions and 2D electron gas based nanostructures. Fas-
cinating quantum mechanical phenomena arise in con-
fined quantum Hall systems under dc or ac currents.
In particular, nonlinear current-voltage characteristics
and magnetoresistance oscillations arise due to hopping
between Landau orbits in the presence of a random
potential3–8.
Dynamics and kinetics of electrons qualitatively
changes if the quantum interference of the electron
wave functions with semiclassically large phases takes
place. The most prominent and seminal phenomenon
of this type is the magnetic breakdown phenomenon9–11
in which large semiclassical orbits of electrons un-
der magnetic field are coupled by quantum tunnelling
through very small areas in the momentum space.
Other systems with analogous quantum interference are
those with multichannel reflection of electrons from
sample boundaries12,13, samples with grain14 or twin
boundaries15. Common to all these systems are anal-
ogous dispersion equations of electrons which are sums
of 2π periodic trigonometric functions of semiclassi-
cally large phases of the interfering wave functions (see
papers16,17, Section 2.3, p. 202 in paper10, and the rest
of the above citations). All these dispersion equations
determine peculiar quasi-chaotic spectra of the magnetic
breakdown type which are gapless in the three dimen-
sional case.
Energy gaps in semiconductors and isolators play a
crucial role in their transport and optical properties. In
modern applied physics and device technology tunable
energy gaps may be of great importance as they allow an
effective control of operation of such devices: transistors,
photodiodes, lasers and so on.
Artificial preparation of lateral potential barriers in a
two dimensional (2D) electron gas opens wide opportuni-
ties for obtaining spectra with tunable energy gaps, e.g.,
the spectrum of the quasiparticles skipping along an ar-
tificial barrier under magnetic field is a series of alter-
nating narrow energy bands and gaps the width of which
∼ ~ωH where ωH = eH/mc is the cyclotron frequency,
m is the electron effective mass18,19. These features of
the electron spectrum result in an extremely high sensi-
tivity of thermodynamic and transport properties of the
2D electron gas to external field: giant oscillations of the
ballistic conductance (observations of which are reported
in Ref.18), nonlinear current-voltage characteristics, co-
herent Bloch oscillations under a weak electric fields arise
in such a system19.
Experimental discovery of two-dimensional graphene20
(see also Review Papers21,22) has opened up fresh oppor-
tunities for manipulation of quasiparticle dynamics and
kinetics due to peculiarities of its electronic spectrum. In
neutral one layer graphene, the Fermi energy crosses ex-
actly the cone points of the Fermi surface, the electron
and hole dispersion laws being
εe,h(px, py) = ±v
√
p2x + p
2
y (1)
Here px, py are projections of the quasiparticle momen-
tum and v ∼ 108 cm/s is the energy independent velocity.
This feature allows one to vary the carrier density in a
wide range and create various potential barriers by ap-
plying an external gate voltage Vg. In paper
23, a widely
tunable electronic band gap was demonstrated in electri-
cally gated bilayer graphene.
The object of this paper is to demonstrate that despite
the weak sensitivity of the quasi-particles to external elec-
trostatic potentials (see, e.g. Ref.21), tunable bandgaps
are possible in electrically gated graphene if one creates
lateral barriers under magnetic field (see Fig.1). Here dy-
namics and kinetics of electrons skipping along electro-
hole-electron (n-p-n) and electron-hole (p-n) junctions
(see Fig.1) are analytically and numerically investigated.
Giant oscillations of the conductance of a graphene rib-
bon with a lateral n-p-n junction are shown to arise in
2FIG. 1: Schematic presentation of n-p and n-p-n junctions.
Panels a and b show the potentials and the fillings the grao-
hene bands while panels c and d show the classical orbits and
the direction motion of electrons and holes skipping along the
lateral junction.
both the clean and dirty cases; one of the peculiar fea-
tures of the quasi-particle kinetics is giant magnetoresis-
tance which takes place every time as the Fermi energy
passes an energy gap in the electron spectrum under a
change of the magnetic field or the gate voltage.
II. DYNAMICS OF QUASI-PARTICLES
SKIPPING ALONG LATERAL JUNCTIONS
UNDER MAGNETIC FIELD.
Let us consider semiclassical motion of a quasiparti-
cle moving along p-n and n-p-n junctions under mag-
netic field as is shown in Fig.1 where panels a and b
schematically present lateral electron-hole and electron-
hole-electron junctions placed along the x-direction; pan-
els c and d schematically show semiclassical orbits of
electrons skipping along the lateral junctions, the arrow
showing directions of the quasi-particle motion.
Quantum dynamics of quasi-particle (electrons and
holes)in graphene with a lateral junction is described by
the 2-component wave function Ψ1,2(x, y) satisfying the
Schro¨dinger equation(
V (y)− ε)Ψ1 + v(Px + eH
c
y − ~ d
dy
)
Ψ2 = 0;
v
(
Px +
eH
c
y + ~
d
dy
)
Ψ1 +
(
V (y)− ε
)
Ψ2 = 0; (2)
where the vector potential A = (Hy, 0, 0) is used while
V (y) is the lateral barrier potential (of the n-p or n-p-n
type, see Fig.1 ) extended along the x-direction. Here,
the axis x is parallel to the sample and the barrier junc-
tion while the y-axis is perpendicular to those as is shown
in Fig.1; Px is the conserving projection of generalized
momentum on the lateral junction direction.
Taking semiclassical solutions of Eq.(2) above (y > 0)
and below (y < 1) the lateral junction and matching
them at the turning points and at the junction with the
FIG. 2: Areas of the semiclassical orbits in the momentum
space at fixed conserving momentum projection Px for quasi-
particles above and below the junction.
use of the 2 × 2 scattering matrix one finds the proper
wave functions and the quasiparticle spectrum.
I. The quasi-particle skipping along the p-n junction
(see Fig.1a,c) is in a quantum superposition of the elec-
tron and hole edge states above (y > 0) and below (y < 0)
the n-p junction:
Ψˆn,Px(x, y) =
(
Ψ1
Ψ2
)
= eixPx/~
(
C¯eΨˆe,n,Px(y)Θ(−y)
)
+C¯hΨˆh,n,Px(y)Θ(y) (3)
where n is the Landau number, Px is the conserving mo-
mentum projection to the lateral junctio and Θ(y) is the
unit step function.
Ψˆn,Px(x, y) are the proper wave functions of the
Schro¨dinger equation Eq.(2), Ψˆe(y) and Ψˆh(y) are the
semiclassical solutions of Eq.(2) at y < 0 and y > 0,
respectively, the both of them being normalized to the
unity flux while |C¯h|2 + |C¯e|2 = 1.
According to Eq.(3), factors |C¯h|2 and |C¯e|2 are the
probabilities to find the quasiparticle above the junction
(that is in the hole state) and below it (that is in the elec-
tron state), respectively. As one easily sees from Eq.(A1)
and Eq.(A9) these factors are fast oscillating functions
of Px (on the ~/RH scale, RH being the Larmour ra-
dius of the quasiparticle cyclotron radius). Therefore,
even a rather small change δPx ∼ ~/RH of the momenta
Px greatly changes these probabilities and hence such a
change sufficiently re-distributes the probabilities to find
the quasiparticle above or below the junction.
After performing the above mentioned matching one
finds the dispersion equation (which determines the qasi-
particle spectrum εn(Px)) as follows:
D(eh) ≡ cosΦ(eh)− (ε, Px)− |r(eh)| cosΦ(eh)+ (ε, Px) = 0;(4)
where Φ
(eh)
+ = (Se+Sh)/2~, Φ
(eh)
− = (Se−Sh)/2~+µ(eh)
while Sh = 2
∫ 0
ye
pedy and Se = 2
∫ 0
ye
pedy are the areas of
the hole and electron semiclassical orbits above and below
the lateral barrier (see Fig.2 in which St and Sb schemat-
ically shows the hole and electron orbits, respectively),
3r(eh) = |r(eh)|exp(iµ(eh)) is the reflection probability am-
plitude at the junction; the turning points yh,e and the
integrand momenta are
yh =
c
eH
(
V0 − ε
v
− Px
)
;
ph(y) =
√(
V0 − ε
v
)2
−
(
Px +
eH
c
y
)2
ye = − c
eH
(ε
v
+ Px
)
;
pe(y) =
√( ε
v
)2
−
(
Px +
eH
c
y
)2
(5)
At ε ∼ εF these phases are
Φ± ∼ 1/η ≫ 1,
η =
λF
RH
=
e~H
c
( v
εF
)2
≪ 1 (6)
where η is the semiclassical parameter, λF = ~v/εF and
RH = (c/eH)(ε/v) are the de Broglie wave length and
the Larmour radius. The numerically calculated spec-
trum of quasiparticles ε
(eh)
n (Px) skipping along the n-p
interface is present in Fig.3, n is the Landau number, Px
is the conserving momentum projection.
The reflection probability at the n-p interface may be
written as follows21:
|r(eh)(ε, Px)|2 = 1−
√
1− (vPx/ε)2
1 +
√
1− (vPx/ε)2 ; V0 ≫ εF (7)
where V0 is the height of the potential barrier (see Fig.1)
II. The electron skipping along the n-p-n junction (see
Fig.1b,d), is also in a quantum superposition of the elec-
tron edge states above (y > 0) and below (y < 0) the
junction analogous to Eq.(3). However, in contrast to
the n-p junction the group velocity of the electron in the
semiclassical states above and below the n-p-n junctions
are of the opposite signs. As a results, the electron spec-
trum becomes gapped that determines peculiar proper-
ties of dynamics and kinetics of such electrons.
In the same way as it was done for quasiparticles skip-
ping along the n-p junctions, matching the electronic
semiclassical wave functions (See AppendixA) gives the
following dispersion equation that determines the elec-
tron spectrum ε
(e)
n (Px):
D(ee) ≡ cosΦ(ee)+ (ε)− r(ee)(ε, Px) cosΦ(ee)− (ε, Px) = 0;(8)
Here Φ± = cS±/2e~H while S± = S1±S2 and S1 and S2
are the areas of the semiclassical orbits above and below
the lateral junction, respectively (see Fig.1). The sum
and difference of the orbit areas S± = S1 ± S2 are:
Φ+ =
πc
2e~H
(ε
v
)2
;
Φ− =
c
e~H
( ε
v
)2 {vPx
ε
√
1−
(vPx
ε
)2
+arcsin
µ(ee)Px
ε
}
+ µ(ee) (9)
Factor |r(ee)|2 is the probability of reflection at the n-p-n
junction, µ(ee) is the phase of its probability amplitude.
For the sake of simplicity, one may use the reflection prob-
ability in the following form21:
r2 (Px) =
λ2 (vPx/ε)
2
1− (1− λ2) (vPx/ε)2
; λ =
V0L
~v
(10)
which is valid at λ≪ 1. Here V0 and L are the height and
the width of the potential V (y) (see Fig.1). The numeri-
cally calculated spectrum of electrons ε
(ee)
n (Px) skipping
along the n-p-n interface is present in Fig.3, n is the Lan-
dau number, Px is the conserving momentum projection.
Despite dispersion equations Eq.(4) and Eq.(8) look
much alike they determine qualitatively different spectra:
the former spectrum is gapless (see Fig.3A) while the
latter one is gapped (see Fig.3B). As one readily sees from
Eq.(8) the energy gaps are determined by the condition
| cosΦ+(ε)| ≥ |r(ee)|;
On the other hand, one may get the necessary condition
of solvability of Eq.(8) | cosΦ−(ε, Px)| < |r(eh)| at any
energy by varying Px that provides the gapless spectrum.
In order to explicitly calculate the density of states
(DOS) it is convenient to use the approach developed by
Slutskin for analogous spectra of electrons under mag-
netic breakdown conditions10. Below, calculations of
DOS for the gapped spectrum Eq.(8) are presented.
Using Eq.(8) and the identity∑
n
δ(ε− εn) =
∣∣∣∂D(ee)
∂ε
∣∣∣δ(D(ee)) (11)
one transforms DOS
ν(ε) =
1
2RH
∑
n
∫ ε/v
−ε/v
δ [ε− εn(Px)] dPx
2π~
(12)
into the form
ν(ε) =
1
2RH
∑
n
∫ ε/v
−ε/v
∣∣∣∂D(ee)
∂ε
∣∣∣δ [D(ee)(ε, Px)] dPx
2π~
(13)
As one sees from Eq.(8) the integrand here is a 2π-
periodic function of Φ− and hence it can be expanded
into the Fourier series as follows:
ν(ε) =
1
2RH
∞∑
k=−∞
∫ ε/v
−ε/v
Bk (ε, Px) e
ikΦ
−
(ε,Px)
dPx
2π~
(14)
4FIG. 3: The spectrum of quasiparticles skipping along the
n-p interface (panel A) and those skipping along the n-p-n
interface (panel B) Numerical calculations are performed for
the semiclassical parameter η = 10−2 and the n-p-n reflection
probability parameter λ = 0.2. The spectrum of the electrons
skipping along the n-p-n junction is an alternating series of
energy gaps and bands.
where Bk (ε, Px) are amplitudes of the Fourier harmonics.
As at ε ∼ εF one has Φ− ≫ 1 (see Eq.(6)) the expo-
nents in Eq.(14) are fast oscillating functions while the
Fourier coefficients are smooth functions of Px (on the
scale ~/RH ≪ pF ). Therefore, the term with k = 0 gives
the main contribution to DOS:
ν(ε) =
1
2RH
∞∑
k=−∞
∫ ε/v
−ε/v
B0 (ε, Px)
dPx
2π~
(15)
where the Fourier factor Bk at k = 0 is
B0 =
∫ pi
−pi
∣∣∣∂Φ+
∂ε
sinΦ+ − ∂Φ−
∂ε
sinω
∣∣∣
×δ
[
cosΦ+(ε)− |r(ee)(Px)| cosω
]dω
2π
(16)
While writing B0 the explicit form of D
(ee) (which is
given by Eq.(8)) was used.
Carrying out integration in Eq.(16) and inserting the
result in Eq.(15) one obtains DOS as follows:
ν (ε) =
∣∣ sinΦ+(ε)∣∣
~v
×
∫ ε/v
−ε/v
Θ
[
|r(ee)|2(Px)− cos2Φ+(ε)
]
√
|r(ee)|2(Px)− cos2Φ+(ε)
dPx
2π~
(17)
Here Θ[...] is the unit step function.
The result of numerical calculations of DOS with the
use of Eq.(17) and Eq.(10) for the semiclassical parameter
FIG. 4: Density of states for electrons skipping along the n-p-
n interface(panel A) normalized to the one in the absence of
magnetic field ν0 = 4pim/(2pi~)
2. Panel B shows the Zeeman
split of DOS. Numerical calculations are performed for the
semiclassical parameter η = 10−2 and the n-p-n reflection
probability parameter λ = 0.2
η = 10−2 and λ = 0.2 is presented in Fig.4. As one sees
in Fig.3 and Fig.4 the quantum interference of the edge
states above and below the n-p-n junction (see Fig.1)
results in arising of alternating series of energy gaps and
energy bands which produce narrow peaks in the density
of states. Fig.4B shows the density of states caused by the
Zeeman splitting where g is the gyromagnetic coefficient.
Such a dramatic transformation of the quasi-particle
spectrum has to show itself in various prominent effects in
optic and kinetic properties. In the next section transport
properties of both the clean and dirty graphene samples
are analyzed.
5FIG. 5: Schematic presentation of currents flowing in the
vicinity of the n-p interface. Quasiparticles which are in the
quantum electron-hole superposition are delocalized along the
interface and carry current Jb inside stripes of the widths
2R
(h)
H above the junction and 2R
(e)
H below the interface. Elec-
trons and holes in the Landau states create currents J
(e)
L and
J
(h)
L in the same stripes because only parts of their closed or-
bits are inside them. The later currents flow in the opposite
direction to current Jb exactly compensating it in the absence
of the bias voltage.
III. CURRENT ALONG P-N JUNCTION
UNDER MAGNETIC FIELD.
In this section the total current flowing inside the stripe
−2R(e)H ≤ y2 ≤ R(h)H around the p-n junction is calculated
where R
(e)
H = (c/eH)(εF/v) and R
(h)
H = (c/eH)((V0 −
εF )/v) are the Larmour radii of electrons (e) and holes
(h);
It is easy to see that there are two types of quasiparticle
states inside this stripe: they are states of quasiparticles
which interact with the lateral junction that delocalized
them in the junction direction, and those in which quasi-
particles do not touch the junction (the Landau states
- the quasiparticles move along closed semiclassical or-
bits). As only parts of the closed orbits are inside the
stripe these quasiparticles create finite currents in the
stripe below and above the junction. This situation is
schematically shown in Fig.5.
In other words, the edge states partly replace the Lan-
dau states which would be inside the stripe in the ab-
sence of the junction that creates an imbalance between
the Landau states. As a result, compensating currents
of quasiparticles on closed orbits arise which flow in the
opposite direction to the edge state current.
Let us firstly calculate the current Jb carried by quasi-
particles in the edge states which flows from the right
reservoir under bias voltage V to the left one under volt-
FIG. 6: A semiclassical closed orbit of an electron in the Lan-
dau state. The electron moving along the part of the orbit
inside the stripe of the width 2R
(e)
H
at the junction (shown by solid line) contributes to the
current flowing inside the stripe. x(τin) and x(τfin) are the
initial and final x-coordinates of this motion.
age V = 0. This current may be written as
J
(eh)
b = e
∑
n
∫ εn/v
−ε
(eh)
n /v
vx
(
Px, ε
(eh)
n (Px)
)
× f0
(
εn (Px) + eV
)dPx
2π~
(18)
which may be re-written as
J
(eh)
b = e
∫
dεf0 (ε+ eV )
∫ ε/v
−ε/v
dPx
2π~
× vx (ε, Px)
∣∣∣∂D(eh)
∂ε
∣∣∣δ[D(eh) (ε, Px) ] (19)
where D(eh) is defined in Eq.(4).
Using the same approach as in Subsection IVA one
finds the current carried by quasiparticles delocalized
along the p-n junction as follows:
J
(eh)
b = −
c
π~H
∫
dεf0 (ε+ eV )
×
{∫ ε/v
−ε/v
dPx
2π~
p(e)y +
∫ (V0−ε)/v
−(V0−ε/v)
dPx
2π~
p(h)y
}
;(20)
Here p
(e,h)
y are the y-projections of the electron and hole
momenta inside the electron and hole parts of the elec-
trically gated graphene in the absence of magnetic field:
p(e)y =
√( ǫ
v
)2
− P 2x
p(h)y =
√(V0 − ǫ
v
)2
− P 2x (21)
As it follows from Eq.(20) the current of quasi-particles
interacting with the junction does not depend on its
transparency and is a sum of the electron and hole edge
6state currents flowing in the same direction. These edge
state currents flows inside two stripes: −2R(e)H < y < 0
and one 0 < 2R
(h)
H < y < 0.
As it was said above there are two other additional
currents inside the same stripe around the junction flow-
ing in the opposite direction to the current carried by the
edge states Eq.(20).
Below, the current carried by electrons in the Landa´u
states inside the stripe −2R(e)H < y < 0 is calculated.
The current density is written as follows:
j
(e)
L (r0) = eT r
{
δ(rˆ− r0)f0
(Hˆ0)vˆx
+f0
(Hˆ0)vˆxδ(rˆ− r0)} (22)
where the velocity operator vˆx is
vˆx =
i
~
[
Hˆ0, xˆ
]
(23)
and Hˆ0 is the Hamiltonian corresponding to the
Schro¨dinger equation Eq.(2) in the absence of the junc-
tion, V (y) ≡ 0.
Using Eq.(22) one finds the current inside the stripe in
the semiclassical approximation as follows:
J
(e)
L = e
∫ 3ε/v
ε/v
dPx
2π~
∫
dPy
2π~
∫ y1
−2R˜
(e)
H
dy
×f0
[
H0(Px + eH
c
y, Py)
]
vx
[
H0(Px + eH
c
y, Py)
]
; (24)
Here the argument of the Fermi distribution function
f0 is the classical Hamiltonian of the graphene under
magnetic field while H0(p) = v
√
p2x + p
2
y is the classi-
cal Hamiltonian of graphene at H = 0 and Px, Py are
the projections of the electron generalized momentum;
y1 = −cPx/eH + R(e)H is the turning point nearest to
the junction, R
(e)
H = (c/eH)(ε/v) is the Larmour radius
at fixed electron energy ε; the limits of integration with
respect to Px are determined by the condition that the
turning point y1 is inside the stripe, −2R˜(e)H ≤ y1 ≤ 0.
It is convenient to insert new variables Px, Py → ε, τ
where τ is the time of motion along the classical electron
orbit. In this variables the equation of electron motion
under magnetic field is the standard Hamilton equation:
dp
dτ
=
e
c
[
v×H
]
(25)
where p = (Px + (eH/c)y, Py).
Inserting the new variables in Eq.(24) and using
Eq.(25) one finds the current of the Landau electrons
inside the stripe as follows:
J
(e)
L =
e
(2π~)2
c
eH
∫ 3ε/v
ε/v
dPx∫
dεf0(ε) (py(τin)− py(τfin)) (26)
where py(τ) = −(eH/c)x(τ) according to Eq.(25) and
x(τin,fin) are the initial and final x-coordinates of motion
of the electron along its orbit (see Fig.6). It is easy to
see that
py(τfin) = −py(τin) =
√( ε
v
)2
−
(
Px − 2 ε
v
)2
;
Inserting this equation in Eq.(26) one finally finds the
current of electrons in the Landau state inside the stripe
−2R(e)H ≤ y ≤ 0 as follows:
J
(e)
L =
c
π~H
∫
dεf0 (ε)
∫ ε/v
−ε/v
dPx
2π~
√( ε
v
)2
− P 2x ; (27)
Performing analogous calculations for the current JhL
carried by holes in Landau states inside the stripe 0 ≤
y ≤ 2R(h)H one gets
J
(h)
L =
c
π~H
∫
dεf0 (ε+ eV )
×
∫ (V0−ε)/v
−(V0−ε/v)
dPx
2π~
√(V0 − ǫ
v
)2
− P 2x ; (28)
Comparing Eq.(27) and Eq.(28) with Eq.(20) one sees
that the currents of quasiparticles in the Landau states
J
(e,h)
L and the one carried by electrons in the edge states ,
J
(eh)
b , flow in the opposite directions being modulo equal
in the absence of the bias voltage, V = 0.
Summing the currents given by Eq.(20,27,28) and ex-
panding the Fermi function with respect to eV/kT ≪ 1
one finds the total current J
(eh)
total = J
(eh)
b + J
(e)
L + J
(h)
L
flowing inside the stripe −2R(e)H ≤ y ≤ 2R(h)H biased by
the voltage drop V as follows:
J
(eh)
total = −
ec
π~H
∫
dε
df0(ε)
dε
{∫ ε/v
−ε/v
dPx
2π~
√( ǫ
v
)2
− P 2x
+
∫ (V0−ε)/v
−(V0−ε/v)
dPx
2π~
√(V0 − ǫ
v
)2
− P 2x
}
V ; (29)
Therefore, one sees that the current flowing along the
p-n junction J
(eh)
total is a sum of the standard edge state of
currents of separated electrons and holes at the separated
sample borders. As it follows from Eq.(29) the value of
the current J
(eh)
total does not depend on the sign of the
applied voltage drop V .
In conclusion of the section, the current flowing along
the p-n junction is inevitably the sum of two qualitatively
different types of the currents:
1) the current carried by quasiparticles which are a
quantum superposition of electron and hole states; these
states are delocalized along the lateral junction and
quasiparticles in those states create current J
(eh)
b (see
Eqs.(4), 20).
2) Currents of electrons and holes in the Landau states
which do not interact with the p-n junction. Such quasi-
particles move along closed semiclassical orbits, only
7FIG. 7: Schematic presentation of the graphene ribbon with
a lateral n-p-n junction biased by voltage V under magnetic
field.
parts of those orbits being inside the above-mentioned
stripe. They create electron and hole currents J
(e)
L and
J
(h)
L .
As one easy sees these currents flow in the opposite
direction to the current J
(eh)
b compensating the latter if
V = 0 (see Eqs.(20,27,28)). This statement is correct in
the lowest semiclassical approximation in which all the
three currents have been obtained. In quantum oscillat-
ing corrections to the smooth part of the currents con-
sidered here, as well as in the quantum Hall regime (in
which dynamics and kinetics of quasiparticles are of the
fundamentally quantum character) the above-mentioned
compensation is absent because of the different quantum
behavior of electrons in the Landau states and those delo-
calized along the junction. As the quasiparticles in such
a situation are in the essentially quantum states it seems
doubtful whether arising of the oscillations is a manifes-
tation of the semiclassical snake-like trajectories (snake
states)24,25. Note that peculiar conductance oscillations
were observed in samples of high quality26,27, the latter
condition being one of the necessary conditions for ob-
servation of quantum effects.
IV. GIANT OSCILLATIONS OF THE
CONDUCTANCE OF GRPHENE RIBBON WITH
N-P-N LATERAL JUNCTION UNDER
MAGNETIC FIELD.
A. Ballistic transport
In this section the ballistic transport through a
graphene ribbon with an n-p-n junction under magnetic
field is considered.
The sample is schematically shown in Fig.7. As one
sees there are two qualitatively different types of cur-
rents flowing along the sample: current J
(ee)
edge carried by
electrons edge states at the external sample boundaries
and current Jb carried by electrons localized along the
n-p-n junction the dispersion equation of which is given
by Eq.(8) (their spectrum is presented in Fig.3B)
According to the Landauer-Bu¨ttiker approach, based
on the relationship between the conductance and the
transmission probability in propagating channels,2 the
linear conductance may be written as follows:
G =
2e2
kT
∑
n
∫ ε/v
−ε/v
dPx
2π~
∣∣∣v(ee)x [ε(ee)n (Px), Px] ∣∣∣
× cosh−2 ε
(ee)
n (Px)− εF
2kT
; (30)
where the quasiparticle velocity is v
(ee)
x = dε
(ee)
n /dPx
In the analogous way as deriving DOS, Eq.(12), one
gets the conductance along then-p-n lateral junction as
follows (details of calculations are presented in Appendix
B):
Gb (H)
Gedge
=
4
π
∑
n
∫ 1
−1
dq
√
1− q2
(
tanh
ε
(t)
n − εF
2kT
− tanh ε
(b)
n − εF
2kT
)
(31)
where Gedge = G0(2RH/λF ) is the conductance of the
edge states in the graphene ribbon in the absence of the
lateral junction, G0 = e
2/h is the conductance quant
and 2RH/λF is the number of the propagating channels
of the edge states; λF = ~/pF while ε
(b,t)
n (H) are the
bottom and the top of the n-th electron energy band
which are found from the condition cosΦ+(ε) = |r(Px)|
(see Eq.(8)):
ε(b,t)n (H) = v
√
e~H
c
√
2n+ 1
± v
2
2εF
e~H
c
(
1− 2
π
arccos |r(Px)|
)
(32)
The dependance of the conductance along the n-p-n
junction on magnetic filed is shown in Fig.8.
Giant oscillation of the conductance at a fixed mag-
netic field H may be observed if the chemical potential
is varied together with the gate potential Vg. In this case
the conductance is determined by Eq.(31) in which εF is
changed to εF+eVg. This dependence of the conductance
on the gate potential is presented in Fig.9.
The total current flowing along a graphene ribbon
with an e-h-e lateral junction (see Fig.7) is Jtotal =
Jbar + 2Jedge where Jbar is the current carried by elec-
trons skipping along the junction and 2Jedge are the
edge state currents. This current may be written as
Jtotal = V/Rtotal where Rtotal is the total resistance of
the ribbon. For a ribbon with N parallel lateral junctions
its total resistance is
Rtotal =
1
Gedge +NGb
(33)
8FIG. 8: Conductance oscillations with variations of the mag-
netic field; Gedge = (e
2/h)(2Rh/λF ) is the conductance of
edge states in the graphene ribbon in the absence of the lat-
eral junction. Numerical calculations are performed for the
semiclassical parameter η = 10−2 and the n-p-n reflection
probability parameter λ = 0.2.
FIG. 9: Conductance oscillations with variations of the gate
voltage Vg; Gedge = (e
2/h)(2Rh/λF ) is the conductance of
edge states in the graphene ribbon in the absence of the lat-
eral junction. Numerical calculations are performed for the
semiclassical parameter η = 10−2 and the n-p-n reflection
probability parameter λ = 0.2.
This equation is written under assumption that the dis-
tance between the junctions Lb > 2R
(ee)
H and the width
of the ribbon W > 2R
(ee)
H N . Numerical calculations
of the total resistance Rtotal for N = 1 with the use
of Eq.(31) is presented in Fig.10. As one sees from
Eqs.(8,33) and Fig.10 a variation of the magnetic field
δH/H ≈ 10−1~ωH/εF ≪ 1 produces a 50% jump of the
total resistance of the ribbon with one lateral junction.
As one readily sees the resistance jump for the ribbon
with N lateral junctions is
R
(max)
total −R(min)total
R
(max)
total
=
N
(N + 1
(34)
that allows to have the giant magnetoresistance con-
trolled be small variation of either the magnetic field or
FIG. 10: Total resistance of a graphene ribbon with one n-p-n
interface under magnetic field. Redge is the resistance of the
graphene ribbon in the absence of the lateral junction. An
extremely small change of the magnetic field (or the voltage
gate) may controllably cause the 50% change of the total rib-
bon resistance.Numerical calculations are performed for the
semiclassical parameter η = 10−2 and the n-p-n reflection
probability parameter λ = 0.2.
the gate voltage (here Rmax,mintotal are the maximal and
minimal values of the total resistance. For N = 3, e.g.,
the jump is 75% of the total resistance. This property
of such electrically gated graphene ribbons may be useful
in modelling of devices based on the giant magnetoresis-
tance effects of other types.
In the next subsection the current flowing along a
graphene ribbon with a lateral n-p-n junction under mag-
netic field and in the presence of impurities is considered.
B. Dissipative transport.
As in the case of the magnetic breakdown phenomenon,
dynamic and kinetic properties of quasi-particles skip-
ping along the junction under magnetic field are of the
fundamentally quantum mechanical nature due to the
quantum interference of their wave functions with semi-
classically large phases. Thus, in order to analyze the
transport properties of the quasi-particles in the pres-
ence of impurities it is convenient to start with the the
equation for the density matrix ρˆ in the τ approximation:
i
~
[
ρˆ, Hˆ0
]
− i
~
[
ρˆ, eE xˆ
]
+
ρˆ− f0(H)
t0
= 0; (35)
Here, Hˆ is the Hamiltonian corresponding to the
Schr odinger equation Eq.(2), f0 is the Fermi distribu-
tion function, E is the electric field along the junction, t0
is the electron scattering time.
Writing the density matrix in the form ρˆ = f0(Hˆ)+ρˆ
(1)
and linearizing Eq.(35) with respect to the electric field
one gets
i
~
[
ρˆ(1), Hˆ0
]
+
ρˆ(1)
t0
= −eE vˆxf ′0(Hˆ); (36)
where vˆx is the quantum mechanical operator of the
9quasi-particle velocity projection on the electric field di-
rection, f ′0(ε) = df(ε)/dε.
In terms of the density matrix the current carried by
the electrons skipping along the junction is written as
follows:
J = 2eT r {vˆxρˆ} (37)
Taking the matrix elements of equation Eq.(36) with
respect to proper functions of Schro¨dinger equation
Eq.(2) written in the Dirac notations
Hˆ |κ〉 = εκ |κ〉 ; (38)
(here κ = {n, Px}) one finds the density matrix. Inserting
the found solution in Eq.(37) one obtains the current J
as follows:
J = −e2E
∑
κ,κ¯
∂f0
∂ε
∣∣∣
ε=εκ
~
∣∣vκ,κ¯∣∣2
i
(
εκ − εκ¯
)
+ ~ν0
(39)
where
∑
κ =
∑
n
∫
dPx/2π~ while vκ,κ¯ =< κ¯|vˆx|κ > and
ν0 = 1/t0 is the electron-impurity relaxation frequency.
As follows from Eq.(8)(see also Fig.3B) the distance
between energy levels
∣∣εκ− εκ¯∣∣ ∼ ~ωH and hence for the
case considered below ωH ≫ ν0 the main contribution to
the sum is of the diagonal elements because the diagonal
element vκ,κ 6= 0 for delocalized quasi-particles. From
here it follows that the current along the junction may
written as
J = −e2Et0
∑
n
∫ εF /v
−εF /v
dPx
2π~
∣∣v(ee)n (Px)∣∣2 ∂f0∂ε ∣∣∣ε=ε(ee)n (Px)(40)
where v
(ee)
n (Px) ≡ vκ,κ = dε(ee)n (Px)/dPx.
Using the same approach as in Subsection IVA one
finds the conductance along the n-p-n junction in the
presence of impurities as follows:
Gdirty
GDrude
= −8
∫
dε
∂f0(ε− eVg)
∂ε
∣∣∣ sinΦ+(ε)∣∣∣ ∫ 1
−1
dξ
(1− ξ2)
√
r2(ξ)− cos2Φ+(ε)θ
[
|r(ee)|2(ξ) − cos2Φ+(ε)
]
π2 sin2Φ+(ε)−
(|r(ee)|2(ξ)− cos2Φ+(ε))(2 arcsin ξ)2 ;(41)
where GDrude = σ0RH . Here σ0 = εF e
2t0/~
2 is the
Drude conductivity of graphene in the absence of mag-
netic field, H = 0.
Dependence of the conductance on the gate voltage Vg
in the presence of impurities is presented in Fig.11. As
one sees the conductivity Gdirty/RH reaches the Drude
conductivity when the energy εF + eVg is in the middle
of a band and is equal to zero when it is inside a gap of
the energy spectrum (see Fig.3B).
The above giant oscillations of the conductance are
based on the quantum interference of the edge states on
the both sides of the lateral n-p-n junctions that trans-
forms the gapless spectra of the separated edge states
FIG. 11: Giant oscillations of the conductance of a dirty
graphene ribbon with an n-p-n interface under variations of
the gate voltage Vg normalized to GDrude = σR
(e)
H . Numer-
ical calculations are performed for the semiclassical parame-
ter η = 10−2 and the n-p-n reflection probability parameter
λ = 0.2.
into a series of alternating energy gaps and bands. In
the same way as it takes place for magnetic breakdown
this pure quantum mechanical picture holds if the path
traversed by the ”new” quasiparticle between collisions
is greater than the individual classical trafectory29. It
means that in the case under consideration the bands
give the main contribution to the conductance if the fol-
lowing inequality holds:
< vgr > t0 ≫ R(e)H (42)
where < ... >=
∫ pF
0 (...)dPx/pF , the group velocity vgr =
|r(ee)(Px)|dε(ee)n /dPx and t0 is the free path time, |r(Px)|
is the probability amplitude of the reflection at the n-p-n
junction. This inequality may be re-written as
< |r(ee)(Px)| >≫ RH
l0
(43)
where l0 = vto is the free path length.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION.
Quantum dynamics and kinetics of quasipartcles in a
graphene ribbons with either n-p or n-p-n lateral inter-
face under magnetic field is considered in the semiclas-
sical approximation. Calculations of the current flow-
ing along the n-p junction in the voltage biased ribbon
show that there are three different currents inside the
regions −2R(e)H ≤ y < 0 and 0 < y ≤ 2R(h)H around
the lateral junction at y = 0 (see Fig.5). One of them
is the current of the quasiparticles skipping along the
interface, J
(eh)
b , (see Eq.(20)). The other two are cur-
rents J
(e)
L and J
(h)
L which are created by quasiparticles
in the localized Landau states the closed orbits of which
are partially inside the above-mentioned regions around
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the n-p lateral junction (see Eqs.(27,28). The latter cur-
rents flow in the opposite direction to the current of the
skipping quasiparticles J
(eh)
b exactly compensating it in
the absence of the bias voltage. As a result, the mea-
surable current (which is the sum of those three cur-
rents) flowing along the biased n-p junction is the sum of
two standard edge state currents of electrons and holes
independently flowing along the junction (see Eq.(29)).
Therefore, the snake-like states suggested in Ref.24 do
not manifest themselves in the main smooth part of the
conductance of a graphene ribbon with an n-p interface.
In principle, the snake-like states could implicitly affect
the quantum oscillating corrections or the conductance in
the regime of the quantum Hall effect but the essentially
quantum character of the latter contradicts the classical
nature of the former.
It is also shown that giant conductance oscillations may
arise in a biased graphene ribbon with an n-p-n lateral
interface under magnetic field. In such a state of the rib-
bon, depending on the number of n-p-n interfaces inside
the ribbon, its total magnetoresistance may be control-
lably changed by 50%÷ 90% by an extremely small vari-
ation of the gate voltage or the magnetic field (see Fig.10
and Eq.(34))
Appendix A: Dispersion equation for quasiparticles
skipping along an n-p junction under magnetic field.
The semiclassical solutions of Eq.(2) above and below
the junction (0 < y < yh and ye < y < 0, respectively)
are
Ψ̂h =
Ch
(yt − y)(1/4)
×
[(
1
−e−iϕh
)
exp
{
i
~
∫ yh
y
ph(y
′)dy′)− π
4
}
+ h.c.
]
,
Ψ̂e =
Ce
(yt − y)(1/4)
×
[(
1
−e−iϕe
)
exp
{
i
~
∫ y
ye
pe(y
′)dy′)− π
4
}
+ h.c.
]
(A1)
where
yh =
c
eH
(
V0 − ε
v
− Px
)
;ϕ = arctan
ph(y)
Px + eHy/c
ph(y) =
√(
V0 − ε
v
)2
−
(
Px +
eH
c
y
)2
ye = − c
eH
( ε
v
+ Px
)
;ϕe = arctan
pe(y)
Px + eHy/c
pe(y) =
√( ε
v
)2
−
(
Px +
eH
c
y
)2
(A2)
are the turning points while Px is the conserving gener-
alized momentum.
The constants Ch and Ce are determined by the match-
ing of the above wave functions at the lateral junction and
by the normalization condition.
In order to match the wave functions at the junction,
y = 0, it is convenient to write the integrals in Eq. (A1)
as
∫ yt,yb
y (...)dy
′ ≈ ∫ yt,yb0 (...)dy′+∫ 0y ...dy′). After expand-
ing the latter integrals in |y|/RH ≪ 1 one gets∫ yh
y
ph(y
′)
dy′
~
≈ Sh
e~H/c
− yph(0)
~
,∫ y
ye
pe(y
′)
dy′
~
≈ Sb
e~H/c
+
ype(0)
~
(A3)
where
Sh =
∫ (V0−ε/v−Px)
0
√(
V0 − ε
v
)2
− (Px + px)2dpx,
Se =
∫ 0
−(ε/v+Px)
√( ε
v
)2
− (Px + px)2dpx(A4)
are the areas of the semiclassical orbits in the
momentum space shown in Fig.2 in which py =√
(ε/v)2 − (Px + px)2
As one easily sees from Eq.(A1) and Eq.(A3), in the
vicinity of the junction |y| ≪ RH the wave functions in
Eq. (A1) are plane waves:
Ψ̂h =
1
ph(0)
×
(
1
−e−iϕh
)[
Ah exp {iph(0)y/~}+Bh exp {−iph(0)y/~}
]
,
Ψ̂e =
1
pe(0)(
1
−e−iϕe
)[
Ae exp {ipe(0)y/~}+Be exp {−ipe(0)y/~}
]
(A5)
Here the constants at the plane waves are
Ah = Ch exp{i
( Sh
e~H/c
+
ϕh(0)
2
− π
4
)}
Bh = Ch exp{−i
( Sh
e~H/c
+
ϕh(0)
2
− π
4
)}
Ae = Ce exp{i
( Se
e~H/c
− ϕh(0)
2
− π
4
)}
Be = Ce exp{−i
( Sh
e~H/c
− ϕe(0)
2
− π
4
)} (A6)
The incoming quasiparticle undergoes the two-channel
scattering at the n-p junction and hence the constant
factors at the scattered plain waves are matched with a
2 × 2 scattering unitary matrix which is written in the
general case as
τˆ (eh) =
(
t(eh) r(eh)
−r(eh)∗ t(eh∗)
)
, (A7)
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where t(eh) and r(eh) are the probability amplitudes for
the incoming quasiparticle to pass through and to be
scattered back at the n-p junction, respectively, |t(eh)|2+
|r(eh)|2 = 1.
Using Eqs.A5 and Eq.(A7) one matches the factor at
the plain waves as follows:
Be =
(
r(eh)Ae + t
(eh)Ah
)
Bh =
(
−t(eh)∗Ae + r(eh)∗Ah
)
(A8)
Replacing Ae,h and Be,h by Ce,h with the usage of
Eq.(A6) one finds a 2× 2 set of homogeneous linear alge-
braic equations for the required constant factors Ce,h at
the semiclassical wave functions Eq.(A1):(
e−iθe − r(eh)eiθe
)
Ce − t(eh)e−iθhCh = 0;
t(eh)∗eiθeCe +
(
eiθh − r(eh)∗e−iθh
)
Ch = 0; (A9)
where
θe =
1
~
∫ 0
ye
pedy; θe =
1
~
∫ 0
ye
pedy; (A10)
Equating the determinant of equation Eq.A9 to zero one
finds the dispersion equation Eq.(4) of the main text.
Appendix B: Derivation of the conductance of pure
graphene with n-p-n interface.
It is convenient to re-write Eq.(30) as follows:
G =
2e2
kT
∫ ∞
−∞
dε
∫ ε/v
−ε/v
dPx
2π~
cosh−2
[ε− εF
2kT
]
×
∣∣∣v(ee)x (ε, Px) ∣∣∣∑
n
δ
[
ε− ε(ee)n (Px)
]
; (B1)
Using Slutskin’s approach (see the derivation of
Eq.(17) and the equation
v(ee)x = −
∂D(ee)
∂Px
/∂D(ee)
∂ε
(B2)
one gets
G =
2e2
kT
∫
dε cosh−2
[ε− εF
2kT
]
×
∫
dPx
2π~
∣∣∣∂D(ee)
∂Px
∣∣∣δ[D(ee) (ε, Px) ] (B3)
Inserting the explicit expression for D(ee) (see Eq.(8))
in the integrand one finds
G =
2e2
kT
∫
dε cosh−2
[ε− εF
2kT
] ∫ dPx
2π~∣∣∣r(ee)∣∣∣∣∣∣ sinΦ(ee)− ∣∣∣√( εv )2 − P 2x
δ
[
cosΦ
(ee)
+ − r(ee) cosΦ(ee)−
]
(B4)
Expanding the integrand into the Fourier series in Φ−
and taking the zero harmonics of it (which gives the main
contribution in the integral with respect to Px because
other Fourier harmonics are fast oscillating functions of
Px, see the derivation of Eq.(17)) one gets
G ≈ 2e
2c
H(~π)2kT
∫ −∞
−∞
dε
∫ ε/v
−ε/v
dPx
×
√
(εF /v)2 − P 2x
cosh2
[
ε− εF /2kT
]Θ[∣∣r(ee)(Px)∣∣2 − cos2Φ+(ε)];(B5)
where Θ(x) is the unit step function and Φ
(ee)
+ =
(π/2(c/e~H))(ε/v)2, see Eq.(8). Taking the integral with
respect to ε one gets Eq.(31) of the main text.
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